
Cinequest intern & fellow positions are very rewarding and fulfilling, allowing each 
intern to gain dynamic, relevant, professional working experience. Benefits include:

• Compensation negotiable
• One-on-one professional development with Executive Team
• Fun experience with enhanced career skills
• Pride in creating an impactful project
• Resume booster with Internship/Fellowship recognition
• Headshot and bio listing on Cinequest Meet the Team webpage

BENEFITS

Product design interns & fellows will work on a special app, website and product 
design project for Cinequest’s new sister company and bring the following qualities:

• Meet the four pillars of Cinequest culture: world-class excellence, integrity, high 
  energy and love (of Cinequest and those we serve).
• Highly creative with acumen for design with visual and emotional appeal and 
  functionality.
• Capacity to translate vision and project objectives into an exciting design (Content, 
  Concept, UX & UI) for the youth market.
• Personal drive to meet objectives and goals.

PRODUCT DESIGN INTERNS & FELLOWS
Cinequest produces the Cinequest Film & Creativity Festival (recently named Best 
Film Festival by USA Today Readers) and Cinequest Picture The Possibilities (global 
youth empowerment). The founders of Cinequest are building a new sister 
company, Creatics, to empower global creativity and create new paradigms for the 
consumption of creative media. Creatics has exciting opportunities for product 
designers for its current builds.

Fellowships are awarded to top-performing interns or highly qualified candidates 
and provide elevated ownership, training, and opportunity. If you want an 
internship or fellowship that makes a difference, and if you want to walk away with 
enhanced skills and a far better resume, take a look at the Cinequest.

REQUIREMENTS & ATTRIBUTES

www.cinequest.org

WHO WE ARE
A vanguard organization that 
fuses creativity with technological 
innovation to empower, transform, 
and improve the lives of people 
and communities worldwide.

A vibrant and committed person 
who embraces challenge, 
opportunity and the power of 
creativity.

WHO YOU ARE

Interns: Ongoing. 
PT & FT opportunities.
Fellows: Ongoing.

WHEN

Please apply on Handshake 
(https://www.joinhandshake.com/) 
Questions to hr@cinequest.org.

HOW TO APPLY

WATCH CINEQUEST
HIGHLIGHTS


